
Building Environment on macOS: Miniconda  

Miniconda on macOS  
Compared to Anaconda, Miniconda is lightweight and convenient.

Since SI 100 does not require complex python environments, here we introduce you to installing Miniconda
on macOS.

Miniconda is a free minimal installer for conda. It is a small, bootstrap version of Anaconda that
includes only conda, Python, the packages they depend on, and a small number of other useful
packages, including pip, zlib and a few others. Use the  conda install  command to install 720+
additional conda packages from the Anaconda repository.

You can visit Miniconda’s official site for reference.

Step 1: Download the Installer  
Download site: https://docs.conda.io/en/latest/miniconda.html

Please click on the correct version of the installer.

For macOS Apple M1 64-bit, you could only install Miniconda via script.
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For MacOSX 64-bit, there are 2 ways to install (through script or GUI).

Step 2: Run the Installer  
Here we will take MacOSX 64-bit for example, by installing Miniconda via bash script.

2.1 Open Terminal  

Press “command + space” to open spotlight. Type “Terminal” and open the software.

In “Terminal” you can use command lines to do many things.
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2.2 Run Bash Script  

Type “bash ” (note: there is a space after “bash”).

Then, drag the .sh  file to the Terminal window (This is a quick way to get the path of the file).

Press “Enter” to run the command.

Press “Enter” to read the agreement, and type “yes” to accept license terms.

Then, You can press “Enter” to install Mniconda to the default path.
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Type “yes” to run “conda init”

2.3 Test the Installation  

IMPORTANT: Press “command + N” to open a new terminal tab.

Type “conda”, if you see the following lines, then you have successfully installed Miniconda.

Step 3: Create Your Conda Environment  
By default, conda will create an environment named “base” with Python 3.9.

We can create different conda environments to manage different versions of Python and packages.

To view existing conda environment:

In SI 100, we use Python 3.7.

The following commands create a conda environment named "SI100", with Python version 3.7.

conda env list 
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Type “python” to enter the interpreter, you will see the python version is 3.7.

Use the following command to quit “SI100” environment:
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# create a conda environment named SI100, with python version 3.7
# -n: short for "name", is a option. 
# The word after "-n" will be the environment name.
conda create -n SI100 python=3.7
conda activate SI100 # activate the environment "SI100"

conda deactivate 
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